We are so excited to bring you such phenomenal speakers from around the world. Please
do look at our speakers page to find out more about them. To ensure the safety of our young
people we will not be sharing any links for session on our website. We ask that you do not
share any of the registration links.
You MUST be registered to be able to engage in the sessions.

DAY TWO
FRIDAY 19th JUNE

TIMETABLE

If you have any questions please do contact: social.leaders@future-foundations.co.uk

Key Colours for Who Can Attend:

Young People

Adults (Teachers, Educators, Leaders, Parents & Guardians)

Everyone

+
Times BST

Global Assembly

Future Room

FoundationS ROOM

Live Stream

07:00

07:00 – GSL Movement

07:00 – GSL Inspire

07:15

An introduction for teachers & educators about
how to join the GSL movement.

Hear from our socially conscious young leaders as
they share what matters to them and what they
have learnt along the way.

07:30
07:45

08:00 – GSL Networking with WLCI

08:00

Get the most out of networking with our practical
session on how to make meaningful connections’

08:15
08:30
08:45
09:00

09:00 – Welcome

09:00 – Welcome

09:15
09:30
09:45
10:00
10:15

09:15 – Mindfulness in Schools
09:30 – At the Centre of Living in
Harmony with Nature: Indigenous
Peoples, Women, and Youth
with Josefa Cariño Tauli and Global Youth
Biodiversity Network

Indigenous peoples, women, and youth voices are
often marginalized in decision-making processes
on environmental matters, despite being among
the groups most affected by environmental harm.
This talk will explore the important contributions
of these groups in achieving a future in harmony
with nature, what we can learn from them, and
how we can engage with them in our work toward
a sustainable future

with Jason Moore, Future Foundations.

09:45 – How can Nature’s principles of
Harmony inform a new way of learning?
with Richard Dunne, The Harmony Project.

Inspired by HRH The Prince of Wales’s book
Harmony, this new way of learning provides
a blueprint for a better way of living that focuses
on sustainability, resilience and well-being.
During the session, there will be opportunities
to learn about and discuss these principles of
Harmony and how they can be integrated
into a new approach to education.

Learn how to introduce and embed mindfulness
practices into your school. How does mindfulness
benefit young people in the classroom and the
school community?
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+

Future Room

FoundationS ROOM

10:30

10:30 – Your talent for times like this

10:45

with Simon Wilsher, The Wilsher Group

10:30 – ABA, Building Brands
with Purpose with Alistair Bullen

Times BST

11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

12:00
12:15

Global Assembly

Discover what is unique about you that will enable
you to lead social responsibility most naturally. Our
C-me Colour profiling systems gives you a head
start in life and clues to your preferred approach
to any project such as social responsibility – what
an honour at a times like this. We use examples of
great benefactors such as Sir Richard Branson, Sir
James Dyson, Bill Gates and Elon Musk.

Live Stream

A session for education leaders which builds
around the four principles of “people build brands”.
It will help leaders create vision and initiatives for
GSL in their schools.

11:00 – Circular Economy:
Redesigning Our Future

with Clémence Golinelli & Ilma Stankeviciute,
Ellen MacArthur Foundation.
Today, many businesses operate in a linear way
— they take resources from the ground to make
products, which we use and then throw away.
The circular economy offers a different way
forward. It is a new approach to designing, making,
and using things that benefits the economy,
society, and the environment. In the webinar we
will explore the origins of our current economy,
discuss challenges such as waste and pollution,
and learn how we can create long-term solutions
to these challenges by shifting to a circular
economy. We will look at real-life examples
of ground-breaking innovation in key industries
such as plastics, food, and fashion.

12:00 – Making the Local Global
with Shona McCarthy, Edinburgh Festival
Fringe Society
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Global Assembly

12:30

12:30 – Making the Local Global

Future Room

with Shona McCarthy, Edinburgh Festival
Fringe Society

12:45

Live Stream

12:30 – Know, Love and
Inspire Your People

12:30 – A Green Recovery:
Paying back our debt to the Planet

with Katy Granville-Chapman & Emmie Bidston,
Wellington Coaching and Leadership Institute.

12:45 – UK Student Climate
Network Q&A
with Noga Levy-Rapoport,
UK Student Climate Network

13:00

FoundationS ROOM

Emmie and Katy will bring you an optimistic view of
what it means to lead and make a positive change
in the world. A type of leadership that is accessible
to everyone no matter what their role, background,
age or education. They will show you how knowing,
loving and inspiring your people can bring joy and
fulfilment both to those you are privileged enough
to lead and to yourself. Katy and Emmie will also
give you lots of practical tools to use straight away
to spread more happiness and wellbeing to those
around you.

13:00 – Three small robots and their
dream to save the world

13:30

13:15 – Voicebox Q&A
13:30 – Family Learning
& Parental Engagement

Welcome to the fourth agricultural revolution.
Driven by technology that is intelligent precise...
and Small. This is farming on a per-plant basis.

with Susannah Chambers, Families Learning
A session for our parents & guardians and educators about the benefits of family learning.

Leading this revolution are three small robots
called Tom, Dick and Harry, and their AI brain,
Wilma. Together they are revolutionising the
farming of the world’s biggest crops in a way
that is more profitable for farmers, kinder to the
environment, and produces more food for us.

13:45
14:00
14:15
14:30
14:45

12:45 – GSL Global Goals
Competition 2019-20
Video Premiere

13:00 – Voicebox ‘Our Journey’

Farming is changing.

13:15

Climate activist and organise Noga discusses
the systemic origins of the climate crisis and how
this lays out a green path to rebuild fairly amid
the global crises of both climate change
and coronavirus.

Hear from this amazing organisation dedicated to
social change through drama. Learn how they use
drama as a tool for social change & what workshops they offer for schools & similar institutions.
They will then be diving straight into a live Q&A
where you will get the chance to ask any further
questions about all things Voicebox.

with Ben Scott Robinson, Small Robot Company.

The ‘big’ technology that has provided us with food
since the Second World War has stopped increasing
yields. Farmers are spending too much money on
countering the damage done by large tractors and
inaccurate per-field farming, while the yields they
produce are static.

with Noga Levy-Rapoport, UK Student Climate Network

13:45 – Indigenous People
and Sustainability

with Sonny Brayden White, Akwesasne Mohawk Nation
A conversation about the role indigenous people
have in building a sustainable future.

14:15 – “Be the change you
want to see in the world”
– all you need is grit & focus

with Janvi Patel, Halebury

From creating a pioneering NewLaw model that
fundamentally changed the legal profession to
using the legal system to create long term impact
on equality, Janvi will talk about her experience and
how grit and focus sees her through.
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+
Times BST

Global Assembly

15:00

15:00 – Black Lives Matters

16:15

16:15 – Protest Music Beyond Borders

16:45

16:45 – Closing Thoughts

Future Room

FoundationS ROOM

Panel hosted by Owen Bailey

with Amrit Kaur

Charles Eisenstein

Making the local global
Future Foundations supports the Sustainable Development Goals

Live Stream

